Crystal orientations after cold rolling to a 50% thickness reduction were measured at mid-thickness parallel to the rolling plane for two aluminum single crystals: one having a {100} h001i orientation and the other having an orientation deviated 5 about the rolling direction axis from ideal {100} h001i. The crystal rotation axis orientations calculated from electron backscatter diffraction were compared with h112i lattice rotation axis orientations geometrically assigned to individual slip systems. The crystal rotation axis orientations were explained by the resultant lattice rotation axis orientation consisting of the four active slip systems having high Schmid factors. The microstructure in the single crystal having {100} h001i was subdivided by primary active slip systems, whereas the microstructure in the single crystal with deviated orientation was subdivided by secondary active slip systems, which developed band structure parallel to the rolling direction. The crystal rotation axis orientation method is useful for determination of the type and slip amplitude of active slip systems.
Introduction
When a polycrystalline metal is cold rolled, the grains are divided by slip into fragments with different crystal orientations. The behavior of these fragments is called grain subdivision. 1, 2) Grain subdivision of a cube-oriented grain (i.e. {100} h001i oriented grain) is especially interesting, because a small fragment (or cell) becomes a nucleus for a recrystallized grain with cube orientation. [3] [4] [5] [6] To clarify the mechanism, cube-oriented single crystals were examined under plane-strain compression [7] [8] [9] [10] and cold rolling. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] It is important to clarify which slip system is activated during deformation. Wert and co-workers performed cold-rolling experiments in pure aluminum single crystals with various initial orientations in order to determine slip systems activated through the specimen thickness. 15, 16) They analyzed active slip systems on a plane normal to the transverse direction (TD plane) by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) method. In cube-oriented single crystals, crystal rotation occurred about the TD axis relative to the initial orientation, which was explained by an unbalance in two co-directional slip pairs of four active slip systems. Basson and Driver also mentioned crystal rotation about the TD axis, or crystal rotation about TD and rolling direction (RD) axes in cube-oriented aluminum single crystal deformed in planestrain compression. 8) It seems that observation of deformation microstructure is mainly conducted on the TD plane, however it is well known that deformation inhomogeneity also occurs on a plane parallel to the rolling plane. In a previous report, 17) pure aluminum single crystals having cube orientation or an orientation rotated by 5 about the RD axis from cube orientation were cold rolled to 30% to 95% thickness reductions. The former and latter crystals were called JC and 5RD, respectively. The rolling texture at mid-thickness was macroscopically measured by X-ray diffraction. In coldrolled JC crystals, the texture was rotated about the TD axis with respect to the initial orientation, and this rotation was maintained up to 70% thickness reduction. The main orientation was {201} h102i. The texture weakened dramatically in the range from 80% to 90% thickness reduction, and finally the texture at 95% thickness reduction was nearly random. In 5RD crystals, the main component of the texture showed continuous crystal rotation from the initial orientation, i.e. {100} h001i, to {123} h634i at 95% thickness reduction. The crystal rotation relative to the initial orientation consisted of not only TD rotation but also RD and ND rotations. Experimentally, we clarified the effect of deviation in initial orientation from ideal cube orientation on the development of rolling texture, although simulations using a relaxed Taylor model showed that cube orientation rotates towards {123} h634i during rolling, if a crystal has an initial orientation of 5 away from the ideal cube orientation. 14) In this study, using these two types of single crystals (JC and 5RD), microstructure after rolling to a 50% thickness reduction was investigated by the crystal rotation axis (CRA) method. This method was applied to inhomogeneous deformation in bi-crystal deformed in tension 18) and tri-crystal deformed in compression. 19) We discuss the effect of deviation in initial orientation from ideal cube orientation on the microscopic crystal rotation relative to the initial orientation, the type and slip amplitude of active slip systems, and the development of microstructure.
Experimental Procedures

Single crystal preparation and rolling
Two different types of single-crystal plates were made from 99.99% aluminum ingots by the Bridgeman method. The JC single-crystal plate had an initial orientation very close to cube orientation, where the deviation from ideal was 1 . The 5RD plate had an initial orientation rotated clockwise by 5 about the RD axis from the cube orientation. A 16:0 Â 18:0 Â 7:4 mm 3 specimen was cut from each crystal plate using an electric discharge machine. The specimens were rolled to reduce their thickness by 50% at room temperature. The cold-rolled specimens were ground using emery papers to their mid-thickness parallel to the rolling plane (the ND plane). Finally, the mid-thickness plane was electrolytically polished, and an EBSD measurement was performed. The measured area was 550 Â 250 mm 2 at midwidth of specimen. The scan step was 1 mm. The EBSD data was obtained at about 158,800 points, and was analyzed by commercial software (OIM analysis ver.4.6) and custom software written by one of the authors.
Slip system and Schmid factor
The designation of slip systems in the present study followed the notation proposed by Bishop and Hill. 20 ) Figure 1 shows a view of an octahedron depicting {111} slip planes, showing the relationship between sample coordinates and crystal coordinates. There are twelve slip systems, a1 to d3, and their h110i slip directions are indicated by arrows on the {111} slip planes. The slip planes, slip directions, and Schmid factors of twelve slip systems in JC and 5RD crystals are shown in Table 1 . The Schmid factor is one factor representing the activity of slip system. The Schmid factor in rolling, Sr, has often been expressed as Sr ¼ St À Sc, 21) where St and Sc are Schmid factors for tensile stress and compressive stress, respectively. A slip system with a high Schmid factor would preferentially operate during rolling. In a JC crystal, a2, b2, c2, and d2 are preferentially activated. In 5RD crystal, a2 and c2 have higher Schmid factors than b2 and d2, and thus unbalanced operation of slip systems may occur during rolling.
CRA orientation
In the present study, a common rotation axis between crystal orientations before and after deformation is called a crystal rotation axis (CRA) orientation. Wert represents CRA orientation on a sample coordinate projection. 16) In the present study, CRA orientations are represented on a crystal coordinate projection. For example, two CRA orientations (p and q vectors) are represented on the projection in Fig. 2 .
[100], [010] and [001] are parallel to the x, y, and z axes, respectively, in the crystal coordinates. Since the p vector is located in z ! 0, it is colored red on the projection (p 0 ). On the other hand, the q vector is colored blue on the projection (q 0 ), since it is in z < 0. The CRA orientation was obtained at each EBSD data point by comparing crystal orientations before and after deformation. If the rotation angle at a data point was below 3 relative to the initial orientation, the CRA orientation was not represented on the projection.
CRA map
The CRA map expression was first proposed by Wert in order to spatially represent CRA orientation in an area measured by EBSD. 16) CRA orientation is represented on a map, following the color coding shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 6(a 
LRA orientation
In FCC single crystals with high stacking fault energy, such as aluminum, crystal rotation relative to the initial orientation mostly occurs by slip. An active slip system operates toward a h110i direction on a {111} plane, so that piled-up edge dislocations introduced by active slip systems geometrically bend (or rotate) the crystal lattice about the h112i axis. In this study, the geometrical bend axis is called the lattice rotation axis (LRA). LRA orientation r is represented as r ¼ b Â n. Here, b and n denote slip direction vector and slip plane normal vector, respectively. In order to discuss the relationship between CRA and LRA orientations, the four active slip systems having the highest Schmid factors were examined.
2.6
Relationship between CRA orientation and LRA orientation If crystal rotation with respect to initial orientation is caused by lattice bending which results from accumulation of dislocations on four active slip systems having the highest Schmid factors, the relationship between CRA and LRA orientations is given as
where g denotes the unit vector of the CRA orientation, and r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , and r 4 are unit vectors of the LRA orientations of the four slip systems, and n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , and n 4 are coefficients depending on the slip amplitude introduced by the corresponding slip system. Since the coefficient n, which depends on the amplitude of the crystal rotations, is undetermined, the coefficients of n Figure 3 shows IQ (image quality) maps of 5RD and JC crystals, using the IQ function included in the OIM analysis software. The image indicates the quality of the Kikuchi pattern measured at each EBSD data point. The better the pattern quality, the lighter the color painted on the IQ map. In contrast, when a lower pattern quality is obtained, a darker color mapped. Therefore, an IQ image can indirectly reveal dislocation density, since dislocation changes the pattern quality. As shown in Fig. 3 , a band structure developed in the 5RD crystal. Bands with high and low dislocation densities parallel to RD were alternately formed. This structure would correspond to the macroscopic band structure observed on a specimen surface of cube-oriented aluminum single crystal deformed in plane-strain compression. 8) In JC crystal, no band structure was apparently observed, and no higher dislocation density area was distinguished at least on this scale. The Schmid factors were calculated, based on the average crystal orientations in bands at 50% thickness reduction, (7 6 24) [30 1 9 9] in area A, ( 1 1 2 9) [23 2 2 3] in area B and ( 1 1 2 2 7 7 7) [20 1 1 1 1] in area C. Under a compressive stress along ND and tension along RD, if the slip direction of a slip system in compression is opposite to the slip direction in tension, this slip system becomes geometrically difficult to operate (no operation). Therefore, Schmid factors were calculated for slip systems operating to the same slip direction under both compression and tension, and LRA orientation was determined from the slip direction. LRA orientations and Schmid factors in areas A, B, and C are listed in Table 2 , respectively. In this study, the four slip systems with the highest Schmid factors, in order, were called ''active slip systems''. In area A, the active slip systems were a2, c2, c3, and d2, while the active slip systems in areas B and C were a2, b2, c2, and d2. Figure 5 shows the indices of the major CRA orientations plotted on the CRA orientation projections (Fig. 4(c) and (d)). The relationship between active slip systems and CRA orientations was examined. In area A, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Thus, crystal rotation in area A (or group I) was caused by the unbalanced operation of a2, c2, and d2.
Experimental Results
Microstructure
In Fig. 5(b) , the CRA orientations in area C were classified into two groups: [ Table 3 , the CRA orientations of group II were obtained by a combination of the three active slip systems, while four active slip systems were necessary to find the CRA orientations of group III. In group III, if the ratio of the relative slip amplitudes was a2 : b2 : c2 : d2 in group IV corresponds with the resultant LRA orientation of a2, b2, and c2, if the ratio of the relative slip amplitudes was a2 : b2 : c2 ¼ 2 : 1 : 3. CRA orientations of [122] in group V and [251] in group VI were obtained from a2 : b2 : c2 ¼ 3 : 3 : 2 and a2 : b2 : c2 ¼ 6 : 7 : 9, respectively. Thus, although the CRA orientations in area B were widely distributed, the slip operation in area B can be explained by unbalanced operation of the three active slip systems a2, b2, and c2. Stronger operation of a2 and c2 was necessary to obtain the CRA orientation near [100] .
From the relationship between active slip system and CRA orientation in area A, B and C, it was found that the type and slip amplitude of active slip systems change continuously across the three bands. as representative ones to be analyzed. The data points of CRA orientations with x ! 0, y < 0, and z < 0 were colored on the CRA map in Fig. 6(e) , and denoted area A. Points with CRA orientations having x < 0, y < 0, z < 0 and having x ! 0, y ! 0, z ! 0 were represented in Fig. 6 (f) and (g), respectively. The former and latter areas were called areas B and C, respectively. The border between areas A and B was uncertain, and it appeared that area A contained area B. Area C was completely separated from areas A and B. The misorientation between areas A and B was 3
, and between areas A and C was 13 . The crystal rotation angles and axes relative to the initial orientation in areas A, B, and C were 5. Table 4 , since their crystal orientations were close. Schmid factors in area C are also shown in Table 4 . LRA orientations of slip systems are listed in the table. Based on Schmid factor, in all areas, slip systems of a2, b2, c2, and d2 were estimated to be active slip systems. Figure 7 shows indices of major CRA orientations plotted on the CRA orientation projections. CRA orientations in area A were classified into two groups of [1 Fig. 7(a) ). As shown in Table 5 . The CRA orientations in group III corresponded with the resultant LRA orientations of four slip systems: a2, b2, d2, and c2. The unbalanced operation of four slip systems was necessary to obtain the crystal rotations in area B.
In area C, the CRA orientations were distributed around [281], [161] , and [081] (Fig. 7(b) ). This was called group IV. Engler et al. conducted rolling experiments using twophase Al-Cu alloy with a cube orientation.
14) The crystal rotations relative to the initial orientation were compared with h112i lattice rotations caused by the operation of slip systems. After cold rolling to 40% thickness reduction, a deformation zone developed around a second-phase particle, being described by a h112i rotation relative to the initial orientation, which was attributed to the operation of an active slip system. At 60% thickness reduction, crystal rotation observed in the deformation zone was h012i rotation with respect to the initial orientation. This rotation was interpreted as the superposition of individual h112i rotations caused by two of four active slip systems. Engler et al. showed evidence that crystal rotations about h112i and h012i axes observed in deformation zones were explained by single-slip operation and double-slip operations, respectively. However, in their study only two patterns of crystal rotation were resolved. The present study demonstrates that various CRA orientations can be successfully evaluated by the combination of four slip systems with different slip amplitudes. Further exploration of the type and slip amplitude of active slip systems is possible by comparing crystal rotations relative to the initial orientation with h112i axes assigned to individual active slip systems.
4.2
Crystal rotation with respect to initial cube orientation Wert and co-workers established a crystal rotation mechanism in cold-rolled pure aluminum single crystals. 12, 13) They represented the crystal rotation axis in the sample coordinate system, while the present study adopted an expression of the crystal rotation axis in the crystal coordinate system. Wert investigated crystal rotations in aluminum single crystals with various initial orientations of cube, rotated-cube, and Goss. 16 ) EBSD measurements were carried out on the TD plane after rolling to 30% and 50% thickness reductions, and the crystal rotation axis relative to the initial orientation was calculated. These single crystals after rolling showed crystal rotations about the TD axis relative to the initial orientations. The deformation structure in cube-oriented single crystals was classified into two deformation areas: matrix bands and transition bands. At 30% thickness reduction, four matrix bands and three transition bands were formed over the specimen thickness. Slip geometry was related to macroscopic strain imposed on single crystals. In cube-oriented single crystal, a slip system pair of a2 and d2, and another pair of b2 and c2 introduced shear strain parallel to RD and ND (e RD/ND ), if the two slip systems of a pair operate equivalently. Their operation gives rise to clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation about the TD axis relative to the initial orientation. The amplitude of crystal rotation about the TD axis observed in the crystal corresponded well with the calculated crystal rotation resulting from unbalanced operation of two slip system pairs. Although crystal rotation about the TD axis was dominant overall, crystal rotation about an intermediate axis between the RD and ND axes was observed in one of the three transition bands. This implies that shear strains parallel to RD and TD (e RD/TD ), and TD and ND (e TD/ND ) were imposed on the transition band. Possible CRA orientations were calculated by changing the increments of shear strains of the four active slip systems. The CRA orientations were confined to orientations near the plane containing TD and RD, which did not overlap the intermediate axis between the RD and ND axes. This implies that unpredicted slip systems operate in the transition band to generate shear strains of e RD/TD and e TD/ND . The reason for operation of unpredicted slip systems is not yet clear, but two possibilities were mentioned. The first possibility was a departure from ideal rolling conditions, due to either variations in lubrication conditions or misalignment when small single crystals were introduced into the roll gap. The second possibility was that the crystal chose an internal slip pattern of opposing shears, which led to strain incompatibility between matrix bands. To accommodate this incompatibility, the unpredicted slip systems operate in the transition band.
In this study, we carried out EBSD measurement at midthickness parallel to the ND plane. CRA orientations in JC and 5RD crystals were explained by the resultant LRA orientation of slip systems predicted to be active. A large spread of CRA orientations were seen, particularly in 5RD crystal, but CRA orientations in two matrix bands (areas A and B) and one transition band (area C) corresponded well with the resultant LRA orientations calculated by changing the relative slip amplitudes of three or four active slip systems. We conclude that the development of deformation structure at the mid-thickness is characterized by the operation of three or four predictable slip systems. 4.3 Effect of deviation in initial orientation on development of microstructure The development of deformation structure in 5RD crystal was different from that of JC crystal. The relationship between active slip systems and deformation structure was illustrated in Fig. 8 . As shown in Fig. 8(a) , 5RD crystal showed a band structure consisting of two areas, labeled areas A and B, with low and high dislocation densities, respectively. The band structure was similar-looking to that observed in cube-oriented aluminum single crystal deformed in compression at " ¼ 0:62, 8) although the type of slip systems operating within each band was different from that observed in this study. In area A, crystal rotation occurred by the slip operations a2, c2, and d2. According to Table 3 , a2 and c2 were the primary active slip systems and d2 was a secondary active slip system. In area B, the operation of a2, c2, and b2 gave rise to a crystal rotation relative to the initial orientation. The primary active slip systems were a2 and c2, and the secondary active slip system was b2, based on Table 3 . Area C was located between the two matrix bands of areas A and B, and the four slip systems a2, b2, c2, and d2 were active. a2 and c2 were the primary active slip systems, while b2 and d2 were secondary slip systems (Table 3) . Thus in 5RD crystal, the primary active slip systems (a2 and c2) operated through three bands (areas A, B, and C), and the operation of secondary active slip systems was partially induced, such as d2 in area A and b2 in area B. At the onset of deformation, the cube-oriented single crystal experienced the operation of primary active slip systems a2 and c2. And then, the crystal was subdivided by the operation of secondary active slip systems d2 in area A and b2 in area B. Area C is a transition region between areas A and B, where secondary active slip systems meet, in addition to the primary active slip systems.
As shown in Fig. 8(b) , JC crystal did not develop a distinct band structure, but the type and slip amplitude of slip systems differed depending on the deformed area. In area A, the primary active slip systems were a2 and d2, and the secondary active slip system was c2. In area C, b2 and c2 were the primary active slip systems and a2 was a secondary active slip system. Area B underwent the operation of four active slip systems a2, b2, c2, and d2. Area A in JC crystal, where a2 and d2 mainly operate, was clearly separated from area C, where b2 and c2 mainly operate. This result corresponds with that reported by Wert.
16) JC crystal was subdivided by the two pairs of primary active slip systems (the a2-d2 pair and the b2-c2 pair), and secondary active slip systems of c2 in area A and a2 in area C may have compensated for microscopic strain incompatibility.
In JC crystal, the rotation angles of areas A, B, and C relative to the initial orientation were 5.8 , 7.2 , and 5.3 , respectively. Liu and Hansen calculated crystal rotation angles relative to the initial cube orientation in rolling, based on the concept that the crystal rotation about the TD axis occurs by unbalanced operation between a two slip system pairs: a2-d2, and b2-c2. 13) If the two pairs operated equivalently, the crystal rotation relative to the initial orientation would be zero. According to their calculations, when the unbalanced operation of the two pairs is in the range from 23 to 32%, the crystal rotation angle relative to the initial orientation will be in the range from 5 to 7 . Therefore, in JC crystal, at the onset of rolling, four active slip systems operate simultaneously and equivalently. At moderate thickness reduction, the pair of active slip systems a2 and d2 operates more strongly in area A than the other pair, and in area C, the pair of b2 and c2 operates more strongly. In 5RD crystal, however, areas A and B had rotation angles of 19.4 and 11.6 , respectively. The former and latter rotation angles were obtained when the unbalanced operation of slip system pairs (a2-c2 and b2-d2) was about 80% and 50%, respectively. Therefore, in 5RD crystal four active slip systems operate at the onset of rolling, but immediately the unbalanced operation of four slip systems occurs. a2 and c2 operate much more strongly than other slip systems. The unbalanced slip operation starts earlier in area A than in area B in rolling, because the crystal rotation angle relative to the initial orientation is larger in the former area. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the dislocation density in area A was lower than that in area B. The reason for difference in dislocation density is unknown. The development of band structures with high and low dislocation density might be related with a difference in the start of unbalanced operation of four active slip systems. 
Conclusion
(1) CRA (crystal rotation axis) orientation is explained by a resultant LRA (lattice rotation axis) orientation resulting from four active slip systems having high Schmid factors. (2) 5RD crystal had an initial orientation deviating about 5 from the RD axis of ideal cube orientation. A band structure develops after cold rolling to a 50% thickness reduction. Two matrix bands and one transition band are formed. The type and slip amplitude of active slip systems change continuously across the three bands. (3) In 5RD crystal, two primary active slip systems, a2 and c2, operate in two matrix bands. One secondary active slip system, d2, is induced in one matrix band having a low dislocation density, while the other secondary active slip system, b2, is induced in the other matrix band having a high dislocation density. The transition band undergoes operation of four active slip systems. 5RD crystal is subdivided by secondary active slip systems. (4) In JC crystal having cube orientation, there is no band structure formed. The deformation area where the primary active slip systems, a2 and d2, operate is separated from the deformation area where the other primary active slip systems, b2 and c2, operate. The former deformation area activates the secondary active slip system, c2, whereas the latter deformation area activates the secondary active slip system, a2. JC crystal is subdivided by primary active slip systems, although four active slip systems operate equivalently at the onset of rolling.
